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illuminations' blue mini optical mouse
Scroll wheel glows, easy to see for those who prefer to work in low light.
USB and PS/2 compatibility for use with older computers as well as new
PCs. Optical sensor provides very accurate tracking. Convenient size for
travel with laptops. Hook -and -loop strap for cable management. #26-592

A new mouse means more accurate pointing.

Compaq scroll mouse
Ergonomically designed for greater
comfort. Mechanical scrolling wheel. 400
dpi resolution. Works with Windows®
95/98/Me/2000/XP. #26-633

with glowing wheel
This optical mouse's stylish illuminated
scroll wheel enables you to quickly and
easily view documents, Web pages and
spreadsheets that are too big to fit on
your screen. Mouse on almost any
surface-no need for a mouse pad. Plus,
with no rolling ball, dust and dirt won't
interfere with operation. USB and PS/2
compatible. #26-752

Logitech® optical mouse
Ergonomic Logitech wired optical mouse
with scroll wheel to scan documents
easily without moving the mouse. #26-771

2 -button serial mouse
Rugged 2 -button mouse is ideal for the
kids' computer or as a spare mouse. 450
dpi resolution. Fits serial (9 -pin) interface
only. Mouse has 5 -ft. cord. #26-326

Rad.Shack
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Crystal blue optical mouse
Great -looking blue illumination. Optical
technology means no moving parts to get dirty
or collect dust. Scroll wheel for fast movement
on documents or Web pages. USB port input.
#26-760

Get a wireless mouse and get rid of wire clutter.

Compaq rechargeable wireless
optical mouse
Never have to replace batteries in your mouse.
Always charged. 5 input buttons with 3
programmable. Rubberized finish for great
feel. 800 dpi precision. Includes batteries.
USB or PS/2 input. #26-765

Compaq micro wireless
optical mouse
Optical sensing technology provides more
accurate mousing. Wireless mobility, ideal for the
traveler. Power -saver switch gives longer battery
life. USB thumb -sized receiver. Requires 2 "AAA"
batteries. #26-757

USB mini wireless optical mouse
has scroll wheel and charging base
The base charges the mouse when it is plugged into
AC. Base connects to computer by USB. Thumb -

sized receiver for travel use. Base stores receiver for
compact travel. LED indicator lights when charging.
Mini optical mouse is on 27MHz frequency. Optical

sensor provides superior mousing accuracy compared to ball -type mice. Includes
2 "AA" Ni-MH batteries. #26-753

Logitech Logitech wireless optical
mouse

itThere's no cord to catch or tangle on
this Logitech wireless optical mouse.

' .. Personalize your mouse with one of
three included color faceplates. Scroll
wheel for easy navigation.
Requires 2 "AA" batteries. #26-770

See next page for additional input devices.


